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Abstract. The dependence on the initial configuration size of armchair hexagonal boron nitride
nanoribbon (h-BNNR) is investigated by molecular dynamics simulation. The initial configura-
tion size of armchair h-BNNR containing 10000, 20000, and 30000 identical atoms of B and N is
heated from 50 K to 6000 K via Tersoff potentials to study the dependence on the initial configu-
ration size of the phase transition from crystal to liquid of armchair h-BNNR. Some results can be
listed: the phase transition exhibits a first-order type; the phase transition from crystal to liquid
states depends on the initial configuration size; the melting points of 10000, 20000, and 30000
atoms are 3640 K, 4000 K, and 4400 K, respectively; the dependence on the heating rate of the
armchair h-BNNR is considered for the case of 20000 atoms; in this study range, the melting point
decreases as the heating rate decreases; the atomic mechanism of the melting process is studied by
analyzing the parameter and the appearance of the liquid-like atoms based on the critical value ;
the critical value is used to classify solid-like and liquid-like atoms; the appearance of liquid-like
atoms upon heating starts from the edges and grows inward; at the phase transition temperature,
almost the entire crystal structure of the armchair h-BNNR configuration collapses.
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1. Introduction

Boron nitride (BN) material has undergone extensive theoretical and experimental research
due to its unique characteristics. These properties include a wide bandgap, exceptional strength,
high thermal conductivity, high melting point, and applications as lubricants and adhesives, etc.
[1]. As a result, BN finds applications in diverse fields, ranging from biomedicine [2] to electronic
devices [3], including humidity sensing probes [4], DNA nucleotide detection [5], rapid analysis of
Carbendazim in agriculture [6], cataluminescence gas sensors [7], photodetectors [8], field-effect
transistors [9], and protective coatings [10]. BN can exist in different forms, such as amorphous,
hexagonal, cubic, and wurtzite. One can see that hexagonal BN (h-BN) plays a particular role
due to its unique properties, such as weak interactions between layers, chemical stability, and high
polarization along the plane [1].

In contrast to graphene, h-BN is an insulator with a high bandgap, making it suitable for
charge fluctuation platforms [11] and gate dielectrics [12]. It also serves as a natural hyperbolic
and van der Waals material, allowing it to be combined with other materials to create hyper-
bolic infrared metasurface devices [13]. In addition, h-BN can form lateral graphene/h-BN het-
erostructures [14]. Furthermore, h-BN’s mechanical properties remain nearly unchanged from
monolayers to few-layer structures, making it an ideal candidate for mechanical reinforcements,
in contrast to graphene, which experiences decreased mechanical properties with increasing layer
thickness [15].

From the h-BN monolayer, various configurations can be tailored, such as nanoscrolls,
nanotubes, nanoflakes, and nanoribbons. In particular, h-BN nanoribbon (h-BNNR) inherits prop-
erties from the h-BN monolayer while also being influenced by edge chirality (armchair and
zigzag) [16]. Armchair h-BNNR exhibits remarkable thermoelectric properties, surpassing those
of zigzag h-BNNRs. Additionally, the electrical and magnetic properties of h-BNNRs are sensi-
tive to doping with organic molecules at the edges [17]. For instance, doping iron at the armchair
edge alters electron transport parameters, while adsorbing nonmetallic atoms at the zigzag edge
adjusts electrical and magnetic properties. Particularly for the h-BNNR zigzag, we have investi-
gated in detail the atomic mechanism of the phase transition and determined the phase transition
temperature to be about 4522 K [18].

In this study, the dependence of the thermal properties on the initial configuration size of
armchair h-BNNR is studied using molecular dynamic simulation. Besides, the dependence on
heating rate is also considered in this work to contribute to our understanding of the properties
of BN materials. The phase transition from the crystal to a liquid state is observed. The atomic
mechanism of the melting process is analyzed using various thermodynamic quantities related to
the melting process. Details on the calculation scheme are shown in Sec. 2. Results and discus-
sions related to the thermodynamics and atomic mechanism of melting armchair h-BNNR can be
found in Sec. 3. Conclusions are given in the last section of the paper.

2. Calculation Details

As is well-known, the interaction potential is the foundation of molecular dynamics sim-
ulations, governing the movement, interactions, and properties of particles within a simulated
system. Choosing an appropriate interaction potential is crucial for accurately representing the
thermodynamic properties as well as the structural evolution of materials. Some of these
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empirical potentials can be named, such as, two- and three-body interactions in functional form
[19–22], two- and three-body interactions in separate form [23–27]. In this study, the interactions
between boron (B) and nitrogen (N) in armchair BNNR are described by Tersoff potential [28].
This potential energy includes contributions from various interactions, such as bonded interac-
tions (e.g., covalent bonds) and non-bonded interactions (e.g., van der Waals forces, electrostatic
interactions). The Tersoff potential is written as below:

Eb =
1
2 ∑

i 6= j
fc (ri j) [ fR (ri j)+bi j fa (ri j)] (1)

In which, ri j represent the distance from atom i to atom j. Bi j is a many-body coupling between
the bond from atom i to atom j and the local environment of atom i. The repulsive fR (ri j) and the
attractive fa (ri j) terms are considered based on Morse potential as proposed by Brenner [26]. The
fc (ri j) term is a cutoff function using for calculating the number of neighbors as well as making
the potential to zero outside the interaction shell.

The software package Large-Scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator is used
to perform the MD simulation [29]. The ring distribution following the ‘shortest path’ rule is
calculated using ISAACS software [30]. For 2D visualization of atomic configurations, VMD
software is applied [31]. The temperature of system is added following a linear rule: T = T0 + γt,
in which T0 = 50 K and γ is a heating rate, t is a time required for heating. All configurations are
relaxed for 6×105 MD steps before analyzing the structural characteristics or 2D visualization to
make sure the stability of the models. It is important to note that each MD step corresponds to a
time interval of 0.0001 picoseconds.

Firstly, the initial configurations are relaxed in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble for
6×105 MD steps at T0 = 50 K under periodic boundary conditions. Then, non-periodic boundary
conditions with an elastic reflection behavior are applied along the armchair edge after adding the
empty space of 20 Å at both ends. At this stage, initial configurations are relaxed again to reach
equilibrium for 6×105 MD steps at T0 = 50 K using canonical ensemble simulation. Finally, the
initial configurations are heated up to about 6000 K, which is higher than the melting point of
zigzag h-BNNR [18] to make sure that the armchair h-BNNR is completely in a liquid state at that
value of temperature. Note that the heating rate is K/s.

3. Results and discussion

As is well-known, the total energy-per-atom landscape determines the stable configurations
of the system. At equilibrium, particles are positioned to minimize the total energy per atom.
However, the total energy-per-atom minima may shift as the system’s temperature changes. By
analyzing the total energy per atom, one can identify stable conformations, energy barriers, and
phase changes such as solid-to-liquid, providing insights into the stability and dynamics of molec-
ular processes. In this study, the total energy per atom for each configuration (10000, 20000, and
30000 atoms) is calculated and presented in Fig. 1.

Overall, the behavior of the total energy of each atom of three configurations exhibits the
same behavior (Fig. 1). That is: i) At low temperatures, the total energy of each atom initially
increases linearly. The reason is that in the low-temperature region, the vibrations of the atoms are
only around the equilibrium position; ii) Next, when the temperature increases to a large enough
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value (this temperature value depends on the size of the configuration which is calculated by the
heat capacity as below), the total energy of each atom suddenly jumps. This sudden increase of
energy is because the vibration amplitude of the atoms is too large, leading to the breakage of
the bonds between atoms. This proves that there is a phase transition from the crystalline state
to the liquid state of the model; iii) Finally, the total energy per atom is linear again in the high-
temperature region. At this temperature range, the bonds between atoms are broken leading to
the formation of the liquid state of the model. As well-known, a first-order phase transition refers
to a phase transition in which there is a direct conversion between two distinct phases of matter,
such as solid to liquid, liquid to gas, or vice versa. This type of phase transition is characterized
by abrupt changes in certain thermodynamic properties, discontinuities in the order parameters,
and the release or absorption of latent heat. Therefore, in this study, the phase transition from a
crystal to a liquid state for 10000-atom, 20000-atom, and 30000-atom configurations exhibits a
first-order.

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of total energy per atom in case of 4.3× 1012 K/s:
10000-atom armchair h-BNNR – square symbol, 20000-atom armchair h-BNNR – cir-
cle symbol, and 30000-atom armchair h-BNNR – triangle symbol.

As for the 10000-atom armchair h-BNNR (square symbol in Fig. 1), the sudden increase
in the total energy of each atom occurs at a temperature below 4000 K. Related to the 20000-
atom configuration (circle symbol in Fig. 1), the direct conversion between two distinct phases
of h-BNNR is around 4000 K. As regards the 30000-atom armchair h-BNNR (triangle symbol in
Fig. 1), the phase transition from crystal to liquid happens at a temperature above 4000 K. One can
conclude that the temperature of the phase transition from a crystal to a liquid state of armchair
h-BNNR depends on the initial configuration size. This temperature shifts to the higher zone in
the increase in the size of the initial configuration due to some reasons such as the edge effects.
As well known that the edge atoms have fewer neighboring atoms, leading to altered mechanical
properties near the edges. As the size of the initial configuration decreases, edge effects become
more prominent, affecting its overall behavior including the melting point. In addition, at smaller
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sizes, the initial configuration’s response to strain may differ from that of larger samples due to
size-dependent deformation mechanisms. Note that the melting temperature of zigzag h-BNNR
containing 10000 atoms is 4522 K which is higher than that of armchair h-BNNR [18]. This may
be due to the dangling bonds at the edges of the h-BNNR armchair.

As seen, the graph of the total energy per atom will give us an overview of the phase tran-
sition process from crystal to liquid state at the temperature range without specifying the melting
temperature point. Therefore, to determine the value of the melting temperature point, the heat
capacity quantity is investigated. As is well known, heat capacity is a crucial parameter in un-
derstanding the thermal behavior and energetics of molecular systems in MD simulations, and it
provides valuable information about how a system responds to temperature changes and undergoes
phase transitions. To determine the specific phase transition temperature point of each h-BNNR
configuration, the heat capacity is calculated according to the expression:

C =
∆E
∆T

. (2)

As regards the 10000-atom h-BNNR configuration (Fig. 2a), the peak of the heat capacity
stays at a temperature of 3640 K showing that the melting point is 3640 K. As for the 20000-
atom h-BNNR configuration (Fig. 2b), the phase transition from a crystal to a liquid state is at
4000 K based on the peak of the heat capacity. Related to the 30000-atom h-BNNR configuration
(Fig. 2c), the graph of the heat capacity reaches the maximum height at 4400 K indicating that the
melting point is 4400 K. Thus, it can be seen that the melting temperature of armchair h-BNNR
depends on the size of the initial configuration in the range of this study. Melting temperature
tends to increase with increasing configuration size.

The rate dependence of the melting process in MD simulations offers insights into how
the speed of heating influences the kinetics, pathways, and structural changes associated with the
transition from solid to liquid phases. The heating rate refers to how quickly the temperature
of the system is increased during the simulation. Slower heating rates may allow the material
to equilibrate more effectively during the heating process, leading to more organized melting and
better-defined nucleation of the liquid phase. However, there will be a problem with the timescales
of MD simulations, which are limited by computational resources. Faster heating rates might lead
to more disordered melting and reduced nucleation times. In addition, higher heating rates can
lead to superheating, where the temperature of the solid phase exceeds its equilibrium melting
point before melting occurs. This is because the system doesn’t have enough time to transition to
the liquid phase. Superheating can be useful in scientific research to understand phase transition
kinetics, nucleation processes, and metastable states of materials.

In this study, we consider the superheating case with two heating rates for the 20000-atom
armchair h-BNNR configuration: the pentagon symbol in Fig. 3 is 1.5× 1012 K/s, circle symbol
in Fig. 3 is 4.3×1012 K/s, the triangle symbol in Fig. 3 is 7.5×1012 K/s , and the square symbol
in Fig. 3 is 1013 K/s. One can see that the phase transition of the armchair h-BNNR with all
heating rates exhibits a first-order. However, the melting point of the armchair h-BNNR from
a crystal to a liquid state depends on the heating rates. Details about the melting points of the
20000-atom case are calculated through the heat capacity: the melting point at the heating rate of
K/s is about 4000 K as shown in Fig. 2b) while the one at 1.5×1012 K/s is about 3600 K as shown
in Fig. 4. Continuing to increase the heating rate to 7.5×1012 K/s (triangle symbol in Fig. 4) and
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the heat capacity in case of 4.3× 1012 K/s:
a) 10000-atom h-BNNR configuration; b) 20000-atom h-BNNR configuration;
c) 30000-atom h-BNNR configuration.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of total energy per atom of 20000-atom armchair h-
BNNR configuration: 1.5×1012 K/s – pentagon symbol, 4.3×1012 K/s – circle symbol,
7.5×1012 K/s – triangle symbol, 1013 K/s – square symbol.

Fig. 4. The temperature dependence of the heat capacity for the 20000-atom h-BNNR
configuration at 1.5×1012 K/s.

1013 K/s (square symbol in Fig. 4), the melting temperature increases to about 4500 K and 5400 K,
respectively (Fig. 4). This shows that, in this study range, the melting point of the 20000-atom
armchair h-BNNR configuration increases as the heating rate increases. This has many causes,and
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one of them may be a consequence of superheating. As mentioned above, when a crystal is heated
rapidly, there may not be enough time for the material to equilibrate, leading to non-equilibrium
conditions. As a result, the observed melting point differs from the melting equilibrium point
under slower heating rates.

To study the atomic mechanism of melting process, the parameter is calculated and used to
observe the appearance of liquid-like atoms upon heating. The parameter is written as below:

Ψ6 =
1
N

N

∑
a=1

Ψ
a
6,p (3)

where, N is total atom in the configuration, Ψa
6,p is described as below:

Ψ
a
6,p =

1
p

p

∑
b=1

ei6θa,b (4)

In which, a is the chosen atom, p is the number of the nearest atoms to the chosen atom a, and θa,b
is the angle between the chosen atom a and the nearest atoms.

Ψ6 is often used to assess the hexatic order in a system and quantifies the local orientation
of particles concerning their neighbors. A higher value of Ψ6 indicates a stronger alignment of
neighboring particles, implying a higher degree of order or crystalline-like structure. In contrast,
a lower value of Ψ6 suggests that the arrangement of particles is more disordered and lacks the
regularity associated with crystalline structures. Thus, the state of the material at a lower value of
Ψ6 can be considered a liquid state.

Fig. 5. The temperature dependence of the parameter for the 20000-atom h-BNNR con-
figuration at 1.5×1012 K/s.
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In this study, the Ψ6 parameter is calculated and presented in Fig. 5. One can see that at
temperatures below 3600 K, the value of is nearly 1 indicating a crystalline-like structure of the
armchair h-BNNR configuration. After that the value Ψ6 of decreases significantly to nearly zero
at temperatures higher than 3600 K. This indicates that there is a phase transition from a crystal to
a liquid state at 3600 K. This result is similar to the one of total energy of each atom in Fig. 4. In
this sense, the value of Ψ6 just before dropping to zero can be considered critical value denoted as
ΨC. In this study, ΨC is about 0.939.

To classify solid atoms and liquid atoms, psi can be used as follows: atoms with are consid-
ered liquid-like atoms and conversely, atoms with are considered solid-like atoms. The appearance
of liquid-like atoms is calculated and presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The temperature dependence of the appearance of liquid-like atoms for the 20000-
atom h-BNNR configuration at 1.5×1012 K/s (N is total atoms in the configurations).

At temperatures from 50 K to 1500 K, there are a small number of liquid-like atoms that
are located at the edges because the atoms at the edges are unpaired or unsatisfied chemical bonds.
Upon heating to just before 3600 K, the number of liquid-like atoms increases slightly and linearly
from 0.1 to 0.287 as shown in Fig. 6. These liquid atoms first appear at the edges and then start
growing inward. At 3600 K, the number of liquid-like atoms increases sharply from 0.287 to
0.83 and to 0.9 at 3640 K and higher. Thus, at the phase transition temperature, almost the entire
crystal structure of the armchair h-BNNR configuration collapses. This can be visually observed in
Fig. 7. At a temperature of 3500 K, the interior of the configuration still has crystalline structures
(Fig. 7a). However, at the phase transition temperature of 3600 K, these crystal structures break
down (Fig. 7b).
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Fig. 7. Two-dimensional view of 20000-atom h-BNNR configuration at 1.5× 1012 K/s:
a) 3500 K, b) 3600 K.

4. Conclusion

The dependence of the armchair h-BNNR configuration on the size and the heating rate is
studied using a comprehensive MD simulation. The Tersoff potential is applied for the interactions
between B and N in the configuration. Some results are named as follows:

• Three configuration sizes (10.000, 20.000, and 30.000 atoms) of the armchair h-
BNNR are considered. The phase transition of all sizes of the armchair h-BNNR from
a crystal to a liquid state exhibits a first-order type. In this study range, the melting
points are defined based on the calculation of the heat capacity increase as the initial
configuration size increases. The melting points of 10.000, 20.000, and 30.000 atoms
are 3640 K, 4000 K, and 4400 K, respectively.
• The dependence on the heating rate of the armchair h-BNNR is considered for the

case of 20000 atoms. The melting points of two heating rates of K/s, K/s, K/s , and
K/s are 3600 K, 4000 K, 4500 K, and 5400 K, respectively. In this study range, the
melting point decreases as the heating rate decreases.
• The atomic mechanism of the melting process is studied by analyzing the parameter

and the appearance of the liquid-like atoms based on the critical value . The critical
value is used to classify solid-like and liquid-like atoms. The appearance of liquid-like
atoms upon heating starts from the edges and grows inward. At the phase transition
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temperature, almost the entire crystal structure of the armchair h-BNNR configuration
collapses.
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